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Revocation Table
(In months of imprisonment)

                         Criminal History Category                       
                 I           II            III            IV           V        VI
C           3-9      4-10        5-11         6-12       7-13     8-14
B          4-10      6-12        8-14        12-18     18-24   21-27
A(1)*   12-18   15-21      18-24       24-30     30-37   33-41
A(2)** 24-30   27-33      30-37       37-46     46-57   51-63
  *Except as provided in (2) below.
**Where the defendant was on probation or supervised      
     release as a result of a sentence for a Class A felony.
1 See §7B1.3(c)(1)
2 See §7B1.3(c)(2)
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Grade of
Violation



Sentencing Options Available
under §7B1.3(c)(1)

                         Criminal History Category
Grade of
Violation     I           II            III            IV           V        VI
C               3-9      4-10        5-11         6-12      
B             4-10      6-12       

# Imprisonment
# Imprisonment plus supervised release with a

condition that substitutes community confinement
or home detention for any portion of the minimum
term



Sentencing Options Available
under §7B1.3(c)(2)

                           Criminal History Category
Grade of
Violation     I           II            III            IV           V        VI
C                                                                        7-13     8-14
B                                           8-14       

# Imprisonment
# Imprisonment of at least one half of the minimum

term plus supervised release with a condition of
community confinement or home detention for the
balance



I.  Upon Revocation of Supervised Release
Can an Additional Term Be Imposed?

Original offense on/after 9/13/94
1. Determine the statutorily authorized      

maximum imprisonment available               
upon revocation (§ 3583(e)(3))

2.  Subtract the amount of imprisonment               
to be imposed (in addition to any term                
of imprisonment imposed on prior                      
revocation of the supervised release)           
upon revocation

3. If the difference is greater than zero                   
an additional term of supervised               
release can be imposed



II.  Determining the Term of Supervised
Release Available Upon Revocation

Original offense on/after 9/13/94

1. Determine the statutorily authorized                   
maximum term of supervised release                  
available for the original offense

2. Subtract the amount of imprisonment                 
to be imposed (in addition to any term                
of imprisonment imposed on prior                      
revocation of the supervised release)                  
 upon revocation

3. The difference is the maximum term of 
supervised release that can be imposed       
upon revocation of supervised release



Determining the Term of Supervised Release
Available Upon Revocation

Original offense prior to 9/13/94
1. Determine the length of the current      

supervised release term being revoked                
(NOTE: Court may first extend term to              
statutory maximum (§ 3583(e)(2))

2. Subtract the amount of imprisonment                 
to be imposed (in addition to any term                
of imprisonment imposed on prior                      
revocation of the supervised release)           
upon revocation

3. The difference is the maximum term of 
supervised release that can be imposed        
upon revocation of supervised release


